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Company: Cpl Life Sciences

Location: Manchester Area

Category: other-general

MSL - small PharmaLocation: midlands/north of EnglandSalary: CompetitiveBenefits: Car

allowance, bonus, shares, pension, healthcareReference: JO-2404-532820An exciting

small Pharma business are seeking an experienced MSL to come on board and join their

mission in ground breaking science. This business is a few years into their story in the UK

and as an MSL you will be able to help establish their presence in the UK market and will

identify/develop relationships with regional and national key opinion leaders.A few years

MSL experience is a must, and most importantly this role requires someone who has

excellent collaboration skills, is a team player and shows the resilience to thrive in a small

Pharma company. You will experience the benefits of small Pharma, working in a very

autonomous environment and being exposed to responsibilities you might not get in your

larger businesses. This is a great role for an experienced MSL who is looking to expand their

skillset, grow their responsibilities and lead by example in the wider MSL team.

Requirements:• MSL experience - this is essential • Experience within any of the following

will be desirable: diabetes, cardiovascular, cardio-metabolics or cardio-renal Responsibilities

will include:• Prepare and deliver medical and scientific presentations.• Utilising scientific

expertise to gather medical insights and to support research/data generation initiatives.•

Engaging with guideline development and revision through scientific exchange and

support.• Developing and managing KOLs including KOL identification, engagement and

support.Please apply in order to receive the full job description.Remuneration:The

successful candidate would receive a competitive annual salary package plus an excellent

benefits package including the likes of a car allowance, bonus, private healthcare, pension
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scheme and much more.The Medical Division at Cpl Life Sciences (previously Only

Medics/Clinical Professionals) is a specialist division that focuses exclusively on recruitment

of Medical Affairs, Clinical Development & Pharmacovigilance for pharmaceutical companies,

biotechnology companies, Clinical Research Organisations (CROs) and Regulatory Authorities.
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